QuoteMedia specializes in aggregation, consolidation, syndication, and delivery of news from the most respected publishers in the industry, such as Dow Jones, Midnight Trader, PR Newswire, Business Wire, SeekingAlpha, Canada NewsWire, StockWatch, TSX CP Equities, M2 Presswire and many others.

Comprehensive normalized content provides company, topic, industry, sector, market, commentary, and articles from leading press wires, news agencies, online publications, newspapers, industry experts and company filings.
QuoteMedia News Sources Overview

Business Wire
Business Wire disseminates full-text news announcements from thousands of companies and organizations worldwide to news media, financial markets, disclosure systems, investors, information web sites, databases and other audiences. With more than four decades of experience and leadership, Business Wire is a trusted source for journalists, investors, regulatory agencies, and communications professionals.

PR Newswire
PR Newswire provides electronic distribution, targeting, measurement and broadcast services on behalf of tens of thousands of corporate, government, association, labor, non-profit, and other customers worldwide. Using PR Newswire, these organizations reach a variety of audiences including the news media, the investment community, government decision-makers, and the general public with their up-to-the-minute, full-text news provisioning. PR Newswire content is considered a mainstay among news reporters, investors and individuals who seek breaking news from the source.

Dow Jones Newswires
Dow Jones News Services thoroughly covers the stock markets with outlooks before the bell, market wrap-ups, and frequent updates in between. Blue chip to small cap, Dow Jones keeps one-step ahead with in-depth corporate developments. Dow Jones includes extensive coverage of worldwide equities, bond, forex and commodities markets providing global insight and perspective. QuoteMedia offers several Dow Jones News products, including Dow Jones Newswire, Dow Jones World Economic Report, Dow Jones Adviser, etc.

GlobeNewswire
GlobeNewswire, is one of the world’s leading press release newswire services specializing in the dissemination of full-text news releases for publicly traded companies around the globe to the news media, financial markets, databases, online services and the Internet. GlobeNewswire was a NASDAQ OMX Company and was previously known as PrimeZone Media Network.

Investing News Network
The Investing News Network® (INN) publishes InvestingNews.com as a destination web site for the investment community. We provide independent, trusted news and education for investors in over 40 targeted categories.

FN Press Wire
FN Press Wire is dedicated to providing the most effective Press Release Distribution channel to reach your target audience. We handle thousands of releases annually for both Private and Public Companies and over the years we’ve established good relationships with the Major News Wire Distributors. As a result, we are able to save our client’s money on press releases while offering the same distribution as if they went directly to the Major News Wire. Our goal is to offer you the Best Distribution for the Best Price through any News Wire, in any Language, across any Region with no Word Count.
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United Press International (UPI)
United Press International has been a leading independent source for news and information from around the globe, for almost a century, covering a wide range of news events and providing unique analysis on global issues that affect business and policy decisions. UPI is a leading provider of critical information to media outlets, businesses, governments and researchers worldwide.

Market News Publishing
Market News Publishing Inc. is a news and corporate dissemination service for Canadian news on publicly traded companies, business news, corporate news, events, and press releases.

StreetSignals
As a leading website in the financial and stock market news sector, StreetSignals covers the latest daily news, and stock market commentary and analysis. Our global team of veteran financial journalists covers the world's top companies featured on NASDAQ, NYSE, and other top exchanges. StreetSignals provides easy-to-navigate real-time stock information on all publicly traded companies discussed on the site. This is accessible through in-text interlinking as well as via a search box to save users time. The sectors covered include technology, energy, consumer, financial, health, and real estate as well as politics and cryptocurrency. We pride ourselves on our coverage, our attention to detail, and our user-friendly database.

Canada Newswire
Canada Newswire (CNW Group) is Canada’s primary resource for time-critical news and information from more than 10,000 Canada-based sources, as well as around the world. Public companies, associations, unions, not-for-profits, municipal, provincial and federal governments all rely on CNW Group's multi-media communication services and networks to effectively send their messages to newsrooms, the financial community and the public. French news is provided with this news distribution.

Financial News Media
FinancialNewsMedia.com provides top tier media solutions to disseminate, amplify and target a company’s news and corporate developments utilizing innovative news media services, social media and multimedia platforms. We effectively distribute vitally important news & content with measured results across traditional, digital and social channels. Combining the most cost-effective multimedia-channels and content distribution communications technology with powerful workflow tools and cutting-edge online media platforms, FinancialNewsMedia.com enables public companies and IR professionals to engage opportunity everywhere.

TheNewswire.ca
TheNewswire.ca is Canada's newest press release service providing press release dissemination for both publicly traded companies and Nationally Registered charities. TNW also provides Full Media Relations services, working hands-on and directly with newsworthy corporations and organizations to assure print, radio, television and electronic media coverage.

The Washington Post
The Washington Post is a leading source of Washington, U.S., and international breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment and more.
**CryptoCurrencyWire**

CryptoCurrencyWire (CCW) is a financial news and content distribution syndicate that provides (1) access to a network of wire services via NetworkWire to reach all target markets, industries and demographics in the most effective manner possible, (2) article and editorial syndication to 5,000+ news outlets (3), enhanced press release services to ensure maximum impact, (4) social media distribution via the Investor Brand Network (IBN) to nearly 2 million followers, (5) a full array of corporate communications solutions, and (6) a total news coverage solution with CCW Prime. By cutting through the overload of information in today’s market, CCW brings its clients unparalleled visibility, recognition and brand awareness. CCW is where news, content and information converge via Crypto.

**Marketwired Canada**

Founded in 1983, Marketwired Canada is a social communications leader offering best-in-class news distribution and reporting, as well as state-of-the-art social media monitoring and analytics, powered by Sysomos. Relying on PR and IR professionals in Canada and the United Kingdom, the newswire division transmits news releases for more than 5,000 organizations annually, including the majority of transmissions for Canadian public companies. The directories division has published the most trusted and comprehensive Canadian media contact database since 1957 and an extensive range of British media directories since 1981 (previously CCN Matthews). French news is provided with this news distribution.

**Equities.com**

Equities.com is a leading provider of financial news and market commentary for the investment community. Readers can find exclusive insight from elite industry experts, critical analysis from experienced market professionals, breaking news from our editor’s desk, and unique perspectives from everyday investors just like you.

**Accesswire**

Accesswire is a premier news and communications network, providing regional, national, and global news to hundreds of clients globally. In addition to our world class and ever-growing distribution network, Accesswire is also leading the way in social engagement, targeting and analytics.

**TSX CP Equities News**

TSX Datalinx (the market data division of TSX Inc.) and The Canadian Press (CP) jointly create TSX/CP Equities News, a bilingual news service delivering comprehensive coverage on Canadian capital markets. It contains: TSX Proprietary Content such as New Financings, Unusual trading activity, Headline Alerts, Short Position Reports, TSX and TSXV Bulletins, New High/Lows and CEO Interviews; balanced reporting going beyond core company news to cover alerts, economic and fiscal news plus political, labour and regulatory news from Ottawa; Canadian News coverage with deep national and regional market coverage and selected U.S. coverage; and strong TSX and TSXV company coverage (including large, small and mid-cap). French news is provided with this news distribution.
The Fly
The Fly is a leading digital publisher of real-time financial news. Our mission is simple, but not easy: report and explain the news impacting publicly traded companies. Our exclusive live streaming subscription service breaks the material information moving stocks. If you need to know why a stock is moving, you need The Fly. Our financial market experts understand that news impacting stock prices can originate from anywhere, at any time. The Fly team scours all sources of company news, from mainstream to cutting-edge, and then filters out the noise to deliver short-form stories consisting of only market moving content. Analyst research notes, company press releases, SEC filings, newspapers, blogs, social media and trading desk sources are among the many areas monitored by our experts. The Fly is your filter to the often complex world of stock news.

MicroSmallCap
MicroSmallCap.com is a leading contributor in the small and micro-cap market news sector. As a niche site, Micro Small Cap provides daily news as well as market commentary and analysis on small cap companies (companies with a market cap of under $2 billion) via expert, veteran financial writers. MicroSmallCap provides an easy-to-navigate, real-time search feature for all publicly listed companies featured on the site. Our coverage includes mining, cannabis, tech, energy, cryptocurrency and health sectors.

Eworldwire
Eworldwire operates a fast growing and diverse newswire service with some of the world’s biggest and best-known brands as part of its client roster. The company disseminates news releases from small, mid-cap and large-cap firms in a wide variety of formats.

FSCwire
FSCwire (Filing Services Canada) is a filing agent with SEDAR and EDGAR, and a full-service Newswire Disseminator. The company provides consulting and specialty services to publicly traded companies to ensure necessary compliance is carried out in an efficient and timely manner. FSCwire (formerly Filing Services Canada, Inc.) (FSC) has existed since 1998 as a disseminator of material disclosure (in the form of press releases), as well as a SEDAR and EDGAR filer. FSC is fully approved as a disseminator for the TSX, TSX Venture and Canadian National Stock Exchange (CNSX). FSC adds continually to its dissemination list for its growing client list of public companies.

IAM Newswire
IAM Newswire (IAM) is a leading global financial news and publishing company. IAM journalists, editors, and market researchers provide private and public companies with distribution solutions reaching millions of investors, journalists, consumers, and the general public. Press Releases: If you are looking for full press release distribution, contact: press@iamnewswire.com.
M2 Presswire
M2 Communications Ltd (M2), a British-based publishing and media services company, is a diversified information provider, distributing M2’s Presswire, an international wire service that carries full-text corporate press releases for national and international companies, governments, and organizations. M2 also provides a daily editorial news service covering breaking developments in telecommunications, information technology, and other technology-led industries worldwide via M2 Corporate IT Update, Internet Business News, M2 Best Books, Telecomworldwire and World Computer Product News. M2 Equity Bites contains daily coverage of stories related to companies in the FTSE 100, FTSE 250 and the S&P 500 exchanges.

Benzinga Pro News
Benzinga Professional is Wall Street’s go-to source for breaking headlines and profitable, market-moving information. Approximately 93% more cost-effective than the Reuters and Bloomberg Terminals, Benzinga Pro grants users access to accurate corporate data powering major financial brokerages. Benzinga Pro allows investors of all styles to build reliable models without concern that one-time adjustments will distort projections. The cleanest figures allow traders peace of mind when comparing data to analyst expectations. Our analysts take the noise out of the market and publish only the most actionable 600 - 900 corporate news items per day; along with monitoring traditional outlets, the Benzinga Newsdesk speaks with hundreds of companies, market analysts and hedge fund managers daily to generate exclusive content. And with a coverage universe including the Wilshire 5000 (plus an additional 1,000 U.S. traded stocks), Benzinga Professional provides clients with real-time news and expert market analysis, covering everything from micro to macro-cap companies across all sectors.

Thomson Reuters ONE
Thomson Reuters ONE is an innovative provider of press release distribution services to the European investment community. Thomson Reuters ONE keeps global investors well informed with corporate information from publicly listed European clients primarily located in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, Benelux and Germany.

Stock News Now
StockNewsNow.com, The Official MicroCap News Source, is the leading source for news and information from the MicroCap Stock Market and Emerging Growth Finance community featuring news and information covering public MicroCap and private companies, real-time bulletins, expert commentary, SNNLive video interviews, SNN Q&A’s, company profiles, MicroCap stock quotes and upcoming market events. StockNewsNow.com also features articles from the MicroCap Review Magazine.

Seeking Alpha
Seeking Alpha has three outstanding characteristics: Breadth: Their community driven approach drives remarkable breadth of unique coverage including thousands of small cap and mid cap companies. Depth: More than 8,000 authors contribute over 5,000 editorially curated articles per month. Their community of over 2,500,000 registered users add to an informed and sophisticated discussion. Influence: Seeking Alpha articles frequently move stocks, due to a large and influential readership which includes money managers, investors, business leaders, journalists and bloggers.
ABN Newswire
ABN Newswire is a leading communications technology company, and electronically publishes and distributes corporate and financial news and information from publicly listed companies directly to investors and financial media outlets worldwide through a professional database network and financial news distribution platform.

NetworkNewsWire
NetworkNewsWire (NNW) provides news aggregation and syndication, enhanced press release services and a full array of social communication solutions. As a multifaceted financial news and distribution company with an extensive team of journalists and writers, NNW is uniquely positioned to best serve private and public companies who need to reach a wide audience of investors, consumers, journalists and the general public. NNW has an ever-growing network of more than 5,000 key distribution outlets across the country. By cutting through the overload of information in today’s market, NNW brings its clients unparalleled visibility, recognition and brand awareness. NNW is where news, content and information converge.

JCN Newswire
The Japan Corporate News Network provides products and services that facilitate access to important corporate, financial and technological information direct from the world’s second largest economy. Established in 1999 by a group of former investment bankers and journalists, the JCN Newswire was founded on the belief that an enormous quantity of information emanating from areas such as the biotechnology, alternative energy and advanced materials industries of Japan is unavailable in the rest of the world.

Integrated RSS News
Access is available to integrated RSS News linking to web sites offering the best in business and financial news and analysis, such as: Zacks Equity Research, Benzinga News, CNBC News, NASDAQ News.

StockStreetNews
StockStreetNews is a leader in small cap company news. Stay informed with up-to-date, relevant investing news and company trends published daily.

WallStreetPR
WallStreetPR is a comprehensive publisher reporting on the pulse of the North American stock markets. The site is an innovator in business news, videos and insightful market content that generates hundreds of articles weekly. From Wall Street to Bay Street, WallStreetPR covers news from companies big and small with our journalists and contributors skilled in breaking down economic data, industry trends and technical analysis into thoughtful commentary that keeps our readers engaged.

Fundamental Research Corp
Since 2003, Fundamental Research Corp has provided the highest institutional quality equity research coverage on over 368 small and micro cap public companies. Since 2009, we have also issued over 135 reports on private companies. Our research is being used by some of the largest institutional investors in the world who access it through channels such as Reuters, Capital IQ, Bloomberg, the Globe and Mail, and by subscription.
StockWatch News
Stockwatch News provides Canadian-focused Street Wires, original articles written by award-winning Stockwatch journalists. Often investigative and expository in nature, Street Wires have an entertaining style that gives them broad appeal throughout the investment community.

Investors Guru
Investors Guru Small Cap Observer’s mission is to empower investors with detailed, relevant and timely stock information. They specialize in providing a unique perspective on small and micro capitalized stocks. Long-term investors to short-term traders alike look to Investors Guru and their small-cap reports for timely updates about interesting momentum plays, value stocks, and exciting new growth stories.

Newsfile Corp.
Newsfile Corp. provides corporate announcements and multimedia content to a global network of thousands of specialty trade publications including the investment community. Their focus is on providing high level news content for reporting agents primarily in the United States and Canada but also China, Europe, South Africa, and the Middle East.

Markets & Headlines
Markets & Headlines is a provider of news and intelligence specifically for Sector/Industry Markets, providing timely, relevant, and critical insight for those who want information on a broad range of news focused on specific Sectors/Industries. We simply gather news from third party publishers, like major news outlets and other articles of interest specific to our subscribers.

Stock Traders Daily
From broader macroeconomic observations to immediately actionable investment opportunities, Stock Traders Daily provides news and analysis of the U.S. stock market, NASDAQ, S&P 500, Dow Jones Industrial Average, and Russell 2000, in addition to offering 1300 real time trading reports on the top stocks on those markets on a daily basis. Our proprietary macroeconomic work is called The Investment Rate, which has been touted as being one of the most accurate leading longer term stock market and economic indicators ever developed, and it measures the natural rate of change in the demand for assets in the United States dating back to 1900 and extending out beyond 2030. The Investment Rate is the foundation behind our analysis, but the level of interest rates and the stimulus policy enacted by the Federal Reserve play a key role as well. Although our news is often company specific, often related to sectors and ETFs as well, and often related to both oil and OPEC too because actionable news is more important to individual investors, we must never lose sight of the bigger picture. By understanding the environment that exists, we can take advantage of the opportunities it offers.

FinancialBuzz.ca
Located on Wall Street in the heart of New York City’s financial district, FinancialBuzz.com is a credible source for the world’s latest trending financial and economic news. A pioneer in the financially driven digital space, video production and integration of social media, FinancialBuzz.com creates 100% unique original content.
BTV CEO Clips
Did you know management is one of the top three reasons why investors buy a stock? CEO Clips are 90 second company video profiles with just the facts designed to help investors make an educated decision. According to Forbes, 60% of people prefer watching video over reading text. With more than 1500 issuer videos and growing, CEO Clips has the largest video library – all of which have been broadcast on TV via CBC and US Biz Network. Meet the CEO before you invest.

SEC Filings
SEC Filings are provided the minute they’re filed via a real-time feed from the SEC. Filings providing important company disclosure documents and industry research for investors following public companies.

ACN Newswire
An affiliate to JCN Newswire, Asia Corporate News Network services support corporations, organizations and IR/PR agencies from Asia, Europe and North America.

FP Financial Press
FinancialPress.com is a leading publisher of market and investment news, commentary, proprietary research and videos from seasoned journalists, analysts and contributors covering the financial markets and global economies. Leveraging our extensive distribution network and social media presence, we have cultivated a valuable audience of engaged market enthusiasts, which in turn delivers a variety of unique opportunities for industry partnerships, corporate communications, market exposure and investment.

Stockhouse News
Stockhouse is Canada’s premier small cap business news outlet, with a substantial and active investor user-base and detailed analysis of public companies.

CannabisNewsWire
CannabisNewsWire (CNW) is a multifaceted financial news and publishing company that delivers a new generation of social communication solutions, news aggregation and syndication, and enhanced news release services. Leveraging a professional team of journalists and writers, CNW introduces private and public companies to a wide audience of investors, consumers, journalists and the general public via social media and a rapidly expanding network of over 5,000 key distribution outlets. Cutting through information overload, CNW’s innovative and proprietary systems clearly and succinctly deliver its clients much needed visibility, recognition and brand awareness. CNW is where news, content and information converge.

24/7 Market News
As a pioneer in digital financial market media, 24/7 Market News (24/7MN) is dedicated to the swift distribution of financial market news and information. 24/7 MN provides comprehensive corporate communications resources and tools to engage the investment community.
Cryptocurrency News
Cryptocurrency News is a leader in cryptocurrency, blockchain, and ICO news. Cryptocurrency News offers breaking news, analysis, price charts and more on the most popular cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum, Ripple and emerging cryptocurrencies such as Monero, Stellar, Dash and EOS. Cryptocurrency News offers something for everyone. Our team of expert writers is spread around the world and we are proud of our ability to provide content in a timely, informative manner. Cryptocurrency News is an easy-to-navigate website with interactive features that will help beginners and experts alike.

Stock News Reports
Stock Market Press is a financial news company that delivers up to date stock news, introduces private and public companies to a wide audience of investors, consumers, journalists and the general public via social media and a rapidly expanding network.

IRW Press
IRW-PRESS is the leading German news agency that specializes in the translation and distribution of press releases issued mostly by foreign companies in the German-speaking DACH region. Together, the DACH (D-Germany, A- Austria, CH- Switzerland) countries comprise a relatively homogeneous market of roughly 100 million inhabitants. Currently, IRWPRESS distributes news releases to more than 380 websites in the German-speaking region as well as more than 450,000 computer terminals in banking institutions, media centers and brokerage firms. Releases are published in a wide array of daily newspapers by professional information providers such as Bloomberg, Dow Jones, dpa-AFX, VWD, etc. Our releases are also sent by email to a database of roughly 10,000 private and institutional investors and analysts.

Investorideas.com
Investorideas.com is a recognized news source publishing third party news and original financial content. Learn about investing in stocks and sector trends from Investorideas.com with our news alerts, articles, podcasts and videos talking about cannabis, crypto, technology including AI and IoT, mining, sports, biotech, water, renewable energy and more. Investorideas.com original branded content includes the daily Crypto Corner and Podcast, Play by Play sports and stock news column, Investor Ideas Podcasts Cannabis News and Stocks on the Move podcast and column, Cleantech and Climate Change Podcast and the AI Eye Podcast and column covering developments in AI.

The Daily Marijuana Observer
Based on Wall Street, The Daily Marijuana Observer is the leading resource for financial and business news pertaining to cannabis investors. From breaking news to in-depth analysis, The Daily Marijuana Observer keeps cannabis investors abreast on everything they need to know to capitalize on this high-growth industry. Covering cannabis-related companies from the North America to Australia and beyond, our industry professionals bring readers the actionable insight they crave. With readers ranging from retail investors to institutional money managers, The Daily Marijuana Observer is the trusted voice of reason within a noisy sector.
ChannelChek
ChannelChek is the source for news and views on the companies that have lost their voices. ChannelChek is an innovation of Noble Capital Markets (Noble), a company that has supported emerging growth companies for more than 30 years through independent equity research, investment banking and equities trading services. ChannelChek is Noble’s newest initiative in support of the companies that you may never have heard of, yet may become the source of future growth, employment, innovation and prosperity.

NewMediaWire
NewMediaWire distributes press releases on behalf of hundreds of publicly traded companies, private corporations, non-profits and public sector organizations.

QuoteMedia Market Alerts
Keeping investors informed on a timely basis, the QuoteMedia News Alerts service provides current company statistics news content which is triggered when a company has hit their 52-week high or low. Market Mover Alerts summarize leading movers throughout the day.

The Motley Fool
The Motley Fool’s purpose is to make the world smarter, happier, and richer. While other companies may focus on one or two of these, we aim to do all three by providing outstanding business and investing advice — with a decidedly Foolish bent. Our name is in homage to the one character in Shakespearean literature — the court jester — who could speak the truth to the king and queen without having his or her head lopped off. The Fools of yore entertained the court with humor that instructed as it amused. More importantly, the Fool was never afraid to question conventional wisdom. We believe in treating every dollar as an investment in the future you want to create. We believe that investing in great businesses, for the long term, is the most effective path to wealth. We believe in the power of a community to learn and grow together. We believe in keeping score and being transparent in our investment performance. We strive to fulfill our purpose by truly serving every Fool, from our employees to our members to our community.

Pennystocks.com
Penny Stocks (PennyStocks.com) is the top online destination for all things Micro-Cap Stocks within the US & Canadian stock markets. On PennyStocks.com you will find a comprehensive list of Penny Stocks & discover the Best Penny Stocks to buy, top penny stock news and micro-cap stock articles.

Stock Market Manager
SMM.Global (Stock Market Manager) distributes its monthly newsletter "The Black Swan Connection" and weekly updates to an email subscriber base of approximately 345,000 and social media followers of about 8,000. SMM.Global’s research coverage is a compilation of some of the best independent providers of Microcap Research.
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GoldStocks.com
Gold Stocks (GoldStocks.com) is the top online destination for all things Gold & Mining Stocks. On GoldStocks.com you will find a comprehensive list of Gold Stocks & discover the best Gold Stocks to buy, top gold stock news and mining stock articles. This year is expected to be a huge year for mining stocks. Gold Stocks provide an investment opportunity and we’re happy to be there with you every step of the way. Subscribe, to our Free Gold Stocks Newsletter and stay updated on the most recent & top gold stocks picks, exclusive articles, gold stock alerts, mining company interviews with groundbreaking companies and so much more of the best Gold Stocks content available in 2019 and beyond.

BayStreet Market Commentaries
Specialized commentary news provided by BayStreet.ca Media Corp. including their US subsidiary, Livemoney.com.
Canadian Economic Commentary: Coverage of Canadian economic developments.
Canadian Tech Insider: Major Canadian news focused on companies in the technology sector.
Stocks in Play: Breaking news from companies on the TSX and TSX Venture exchanges.
Breakout Stocks: Coverage of TSX & TSXV companies hitting big volume/percent moves.
Stocks to Watch: Coverage of North American blue chip and small cap companies.
Commodities: Coverage of major oil and gold announcements.
Top Stories: Top Stories on the U.S. markets.

WiredRelease
WiredRelease is an organization established in 2019, intended to offer online press release distribution service. Here companies can promote just about anything regarding their business. In short, it is a one-stop business marketplace for all type of organizations. We also help businesses to publish their news to Google News, including online news websites and social media platforms. Our primary aim is to offer the best, cost-effective press distribution service. WiredRelease is helping agencies and enterprises working at various levels like small, medium scale industries, and large-sized businesses in enhancing and maximizing their online marketing policies. WiredRelease is a place where you will get bloggers, journalist, and social media altogether. We at WiredRelease assist and back businesses in boosting their brand awareness, raising visibility on the Internet. Even more, we help businesses in upgrading SEO to drive sales.

MarijuanaStocks.com
Launched in 2014 MarijuanaStocks.com provides the best marijuana stocks to buy, pot stock news, articles, cannabis industry insight & trends and free in-depth research / due diligence reports on all pot stocks within the USA, Canada, Germany, and the United Kingdom, via our data partner QuoteMedia Inc.
Green Market Report
The New York-based Green Market Report focuses on the financial news of the rapidly growing cannabis and psychedelic medicine industries. Our target approach filters out the daily noise and does a deep dive into the financial, business, and economic side of the cannabis industry. Our team of award-winning financial journalists cultivates the industry’s critical news into one source. Green Market Report news is unbiased due to its editorial policy of not allowing sponsored content from cannabis companies. All of the content on the Green Market Report is original. The website also provides cannabis legislation tracking, cannabis research reports, and tracks several portfolios.

PotNetwork
True to our name, PotNetwork is the leading online hub for cannabis related media and networking opportunities within the legal cannabis and medical marijuana industries. Our curated content, including articles written by industry professionals and our extensive list of contributors, videos, breaking news, research reports and more, is disseminated throughout one of the largest distribution networks in the business. We have cultivated a valuable audience of industry enthusiasts interested in all cannabis industry segments, which in turn delivers a variety of unique opportunities for industry partnerships, corporate communications and exposure to the investment community.

StockMarket.com
StockMarket.com is a global financial markets platform that strives to educate, inform, engage & empower people to take control of their current & future financial lives, so they can profit within the stock market today! We offer access to free stock quotes, stock charts, breaking stock news, top market stories, free stock analyst ratings, SEC filings, stock price history, corporate events, public company financials and so much more. Stock Market (StockMarket.com) is a true disrupter, vastly improving the way people consume financial market data.

StockNews.com
Enjoy timely investment insights and top picks from one of the fastest growing investment websites. StockNews.com is headed by Steve Reitmeister who has over 40 years of investing experience including nearly 20 years leading Zacks.com, which has helped millions of investors find a path to outperformance. Now with StockNews Steve wants investors to have a focused and uncluttered experience. This reduction in “Information Overload” leads to increased investment success by spending more of your time on the things that matter. Such as best stock picks stemming from a proven model like the POWR Ratings. And narrowing down commentary to what is truly essential to get you on the right path.
### SECTOR BASED NEWS

**Sample Sectors**
- Basic Materials
- Chemicals
- Energy
- Metals & Mining
- Consumer Goods
- Consumer Durables
- Consumer Non-Durables
- Automotive
- Food & Beverage
- Tobacco
- Financial
- Banking
- Financial Services
- Insurance
- Real Estate
- Healthcare
- Drugs
- Health Services
- Industrial Goods
- Aerospace/Defense
- Manufacturing
- Materials & Construction
- Services
- Leisure
- Media
- Retail
- Wholesale
- Diversified Services
- Transportation
- Technology
- Computer Hardware
- Computer Software & Services
- Electronics
- Telecommunications

### TOPIC-BASED NEWS

**Sample Topic Categories**
- Market News
- Market Analysis
- AMEX
- NASDAQ
- NYSE
- OTCBB
- Pink Sheets
- Mutual Funds
- Commodities
- TSX
- Corporate Actions
- Stock Buyback
- Dividends
- Earnings
- Stock Splits
- Insider Splits
- IPO's
- Commodities
- Crude Oil
- OPEC
- Business & Finance
- Marketing
- Venture Capital
- Economy
- Consumer Price Index
- Bond/Stock Update
- Federal Reserve
- Foreign Exchange
- International Monetary Fund
- Interest Rates
- Agriculture
- Manufacturing
- Foreign Affairs
- Healthcare
Contact QuoteMedia

QuoteMedia has a variety of market data solutions. We would be happy to discuss all of your options, and help you find the solution that best fits your business model.

Please contact a QuoteMedia account representative and we will answer any further questions you might have regarding QuoteMedia Data Feed products, or any of QuoteMedia’s other financial information solutions.

Call Toll Free: 1 844 485-8200
Outside North America: 1 250 586-9943
Email Us: sales@quotemedia.com
Visit Online: www.quotemedia.com